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I think the paper is very good. And can be published. But, there are some things to fix before that:

1 - the introducion. It's looks for me is very large, contains a lot of information and spends very time and paragraphs to shown the hypótesis and goals of the word. It shold be more simple and little.

2 - About this informations of introdution, maybe it's better to put after that. In one paragraf titttled “contextualization” or “Question State”, some thing like this.

3 - Maybe it's necessary more references. Not in the end, but in the body of the paper. It's necessary to put what others students and intelectuals had thinking and writing about it. In the body and in “feet” of the paper, with a small number which reference ( As say Plato¹, we are in same line with it) (The biblical interpretation had to be free², and not propriety of a church)


4 - The paper accounts with a good text, fast and efficient. Great to learn and thinking in the theme proposed.